A Law Alumni Association.—It is the desire of the administration of the College of Law to unify its alumni into some sort of formal organization. In creating such an organization we are not attempting to bother the alumni for contributions for any particular philanthropic cause. We are only trying to get them interested in what we are doing so that we can have either their criticism or their support, whichever our activities may merit. The alumni of West Virginia University are vitally concerned with the reputation, standards and accomplishments of their school. It is a fact, however, which might as well be recognized, that some of the most effective support of the law school has not come from West Virginia alumni but from graduates of such schools as Harvard, Yale and Virginia, who are now practicing law in this state. The fact that West Virginia Law alumni have been inarticulate has, we believe, been due to a rather faulty method of distributing information as to the plans and hopes of the Law School.

In the past there has never been collected an accurate list of names and addresses of the West Virginia law alumni. The Law School can scarcely complain of lack of interest on the part of the alumni when it has shown such a complete lack of interest in...